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1. In this report some pianos have been reported as playing type A music rolls, but without any mention of a style number or letter. 
In such instances the generic placeholder “A Roll Type Piano” is used, but will be updated if and when an actual style designation 
becomes known.
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 7896 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #2429; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Owner: Phil Corso (reported 8/20/2014)

Comments: Green piano plate, with tuning pins arrange similar to Seybold pianos. Emerson motor, serial #576925, type #7361ms, 
with a Marquette nameplate, but uncertain as to whether motor is original to this piano.

Art Glass: 3 clear panes.

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to roll drive shaft; small stepped pulley in back; Early spoolbox with wood sides & tracker bar. 
Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 7972 3 ----Quartered OakKeyboard Coin Piano 2429

Art Glass: Canary decals.

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to spoolbox drive shaft. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 8190 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Round columns.

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to roll drive shaft; larger stepped pulley in front. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 8259 3 ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Art Glass: Canary decals on glass.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10017 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Art Glass: Train coming out of a tunnel.

Cremona 10080 - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Comments: Green piano plate.
Art Glass: Two rectangular geometric colored art glass windows with notched corners.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10205 1 ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10229 F ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Inspector's initial and date: K-12-21-12. Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: 5 panels, 2 across the top depicting sun, birds, and sky; 3 lower showing lake, sailboat, tunnel, and castle.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and stopped flute pipes.
Cremona 10267 F Flute Piano 12/21/12OakKeyboard Coin Piano 5515

Art Glass: Landscape, two panels.

Cremona 10272 - - - - - - - - ----Oak- - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Art Glass: Two art glass panels with notched corners.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10300 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10409 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10413 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Case shorter than usual style G. March 1912 hand-written on back. Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: Mt. Vesuvius erupting across 3 arched panels.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and flute pipes.
Cremona 10414 G ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Case was cut down, but is being restored. Had reservoir tubing holes in the piano sounding board but no reservoir. 
From Iowa.

Art Glass: Lower three glass panels match the Cremona F in the Sanfilippo collection.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10523 F ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Has all cutouts, but was never made into a player or coin piano.

Marquette 10535 Home piano ----MahoganyUpright home piano ----

Art Glass: Two rectangular windows with notched corners.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10553 1 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Owner: Michael Vestal (reported 2/5/2012)

Comments: Inspector's initials and date: HW 4/9/14. Marquette Piano motor type 7361MS, No. 575671.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Two pneumatics control counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10711 A Art Piano 1914Mission OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Comments: Sliding scrollwork doors; Note sections 26-27-35. Player mechanism gutted.

Plays type 88-Note music roll.

Marquette 10715 Player piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Upright home piano ----

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to spoolbox drive shaft. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10745 2 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10755 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 10767 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10822 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Inspector's initials and date: K-1-8-1914

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and flute pipes.
Cremona 10836 G Flute Piano 1/8/1914- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Byzantine case. Inspector’s initials and date: HW 3/26/1913 TD

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, Unafon bells, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 10842 J Orchestral 3/26/1913OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10893 G ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Inspector's initials and date: 4/30/1914 G.K./D.T.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and open flute pipes.
Cremona 10917 G Flute Piano 4/30/1914- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 6346

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and stopped flute pipes.
Cremona 10945 G Flute Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 10951 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10966 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Stack: #3709; Not original to instrument.

Comments: Found in lunch room of food company (Kellogg's?) in Battle Creek MI. Tuned and adjusted 1/23/1916. Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: Mt. Vesuvius erupting with bridge and minaret.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 10969 G ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano 3709

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11005 2 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Player gutted.

Plays type 88-Note music roll.

Marquette 11021 Player piano ----WalnutUpright home piano ----

Stack: #6443; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and flute pipes.
Cremona 11031 G Flute Piano ----MahoganyKeyboard Coin Piano 6443

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 11089 F ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #6562; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Owner: Ray Fairfield (reported 01/05/2011)

Comments: Motor: Emerson type 7361 MS #579435; Number on main action rail is 24656. Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: Same as glass in Cremona advertisement for Style 2 piano.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Weight of nickel turns pinned counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11185 2 ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano 6562

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11196 2 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Sold at Stanton auction on  11/14/2014.
Art Glass: Standard Style K Orchestral art glass.

Roll Mechanism: Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & brass tracker bar. Plays type M music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: ano with mandolin attachment, wooden violin pipes, open flute pipes, Tambourine, Triangle.
Cremona 11208 K Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and stopped flute pipes.
Cremona 11231 G Flute Piano ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano 6604
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Stack: #6675; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Owner: John Klungle (reported 10/12/2018)

Comments: Muffler rail has been removed, but the manual activation knob is on the right side of the piano with a round cam on 
the inside of the cabinet. Soft pedal control knob on upper case left, and Mandolin control knob on upper case right. Oak veneered 
case painted white ;with "Griffin's, San Antonio" decal on the fallboard. Uses style "A" music rolls. Non-original Emerson motor, 
Model S60 SGA - 2958, 1725 RPM. Piano purchased recently from a family that had it stored in a building in Oil City, PA. The piano 
looks to be quite complete and original, with the exception of the white paint. The stack has been re-tubed and does play. Overall 
the piano is a little rough but restorable. The family who previously owned the piano had a family member that worked at a Story 
and Clark piano factory in Seneca PA, which is just outside of Oil City. The Story and Clark piano factory had an affiliation with QRS 
automation. The piano was used in a demonstration and then sold to the family member that worked at the factory. The piano had 
been stored for several years.

Art Glass: Opalescent art glass with greenish border and clear glass arched areas with a draped effect for the 2 larger arches.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Weight of nickel turns pinned counting wheel. Coin entry push-pull slide.

Instrumentation: Piano with spring loaded blade type mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11244 2 1915OakKeyboard Coin Piano 6675

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11247 2 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Art Glass: All colored glass.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, Unafon bells, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 11268 J Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Art Glass: Standard J glass, blue.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 11271 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Double expression pneumatic; Cymbal on bracket from top with beater on bass drum pneumatic. 32 pipes per rank. 
Xylophone was changed to either Deagan or Leedy orchestra bells.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, orchestra bells, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, 
cymbal, and triangle.

Cremona 11306 J Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano 6735

Comments: Found in sugar beet area northeast of Denver, c. 1992.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and violin pipes.
Cremona 11320 G Violin Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Art Glass: Standard G glass, green.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; double cones with friction wheel. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and stopped flute pipes.
Cremona 11321 G Flute Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 11337 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Stack: #6785; Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Comments: Double expression pneumatic.
Art Glass: Standard J glass, blue.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 11366 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 6785

Comments: Rewind/replay buttons; hole w/contacts and bell wire in right cheek block.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, Unafon bells, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 11371 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Owner: Daniel Hecker (reported 6/28/2011)

Comments: Holtzer-Cabot motor. From the Southern US at one time; had cotton inside. Found it in Iowa. Date cast into the piano 
plate is June 30, 1915. Coin accumulator missing.

Art Glass: Typical style two glass with blue borders.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Missing.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11443 2 1915OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Double expression pneumatic. Window for music roll. No rewind/replay buttons. “American Entertainer Co., 
Providence, RI.”

Art Glass: Standard J glass, blue.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 11461 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 7058

Stack: #028; Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Owner: DeBence Antique Music World (reported 5/16/2012)

Comments: Modified with auxiliary air pump. Xylophone does not play (as reported on 5/16/2012). Standard case.
Art Glass: Predominantly blue art glass with some red.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & brass 
tracker bar. Plays type M music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Weight of nickel turns pinned counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 11463 J Orchestral ----WalnutKeyboard Coin Piano 028

Comments: Two buttons in keyslip, Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: Geometric beveled glass.

Plays type M music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Two pneumatics control counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11526 K Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11527 K Orchestral 1915- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11562 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Date 8-19-15 cast in gold colored piano plate.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and open flute pipes.
Cremona 11573 G Flute Piano 1915OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Owner: DeBence Antique Music World (reported 5/16/2012)

Comments: Machine has been gutted, so that only the piano and mandolin rail remain, along with some of the violin or flute pipe 
controls.

Art Glass: Three art glass panels of geometric design, as pictured on page 499 of the Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical 

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & brass 
tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Weight of nickel turns pinned counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 11622 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11628 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11629 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 6936

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11664 K Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #7002; Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Comments: Late style regulator. Rotary switches on right side.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11665 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 7002

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11679 K Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 11705 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Western Electric style vacuum pump, and modern motor.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11733 30 ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin and flute pipes, tambourine, and triangle.
Cremona 11758 10 1916- - - - - - - - - -Cabinet Orchestrion 8036
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Stack: #7092; Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Comments: Late style regulator. Two rotary switches on right side.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 11768 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 7092

Comments: AMICA directory.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11777 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Haskell reedless saxophone pipes installed by Dave Ramey Sr. when he owned it. It is unknown whether the original 
pipes were missing or not.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and added Haskell reedless saxophone pipes.
Cremona 11845 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Cabinet style case.

Roll Mechanism: Tune selector spoolbox. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin and flute pipes, tambourine, and triangle
Cremona 11876 10 ----- - - - - - - - - -Cabinet Orchestrion 9032

Comments: From Svoboda’s Nickelodeon Tavern. Cabinet style case.

Roll Mechanism: Tune selector spoolbox. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin and flute pipes, tambourine, and triangle
Cremona 11877 10 ----- - - - - - - - - -Cabinet Orchestrion ----

Comments: Bowers’ Encyclopedia, top center, page 499.
Art Glass: Three rectangular panels.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 11961 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 12025 K Orchestral 1917- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Signature in pump: Edward Winleg March 27, 1917.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 12044 J Orchestral 1917- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 9250

Comments: Two lowest pipes are mitered.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and open flute pipes.
Cremona 12067 G Flute Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
and triangle.

Cremona 12073 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----
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Brand S/N Model Year Mfd.Case FinishCase Type Stack No.

Comments: All player related components gutted and missing. Piano is reportedly in good repair and tunable. The piano was 
available for sale as of May, 2021.

Art Glass: Wide geometric design with small colored glass shields on each side and with a clear glass panel in center area.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12128 5 ----WalnutKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: No front shown. Either a Model 3 or Model C. Has added orchestra bells.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12187 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and open flute pipes.
Cremona 12203 G Flute Piano ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: From Dallas, Texas. Top of case was sawed off to be the height of a regular piano, and a lot of the inside was gutted - 
mostly in the top. After it was purchased it was restored back to the original height and the missing components duplicated.

Art Glass: Cremona J clear beveled glass.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, either xylophone or Unafon bells, snare drum, bass 
drum, tympani, cymbal, and triangle.

Cremona 12209 J Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Holtzer-Cabot motor. From Decora, Iowa. Top of case was sawed off to be the height of a regular piano, and a lot of the 
inside was gutted - mostly in the top. After it was purchased it was restored back to the original height and the missing components 
duplicated. The blue glass panels were still displayed in the original location, and later purchased for when the piano was restored. 
Two of the glass panels were missing and replicated.

Art Glass: Blue glass.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type M music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, either xylophone or Unafon bells, snare drum, bass 
drum, tympani, cymbal, and triangle.

Cremona 12212 J Orchestral ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #9396; Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Owner: Jim & Donna Welty (reported 9/7/2011)

Comments: Original Holtzer-Cabot motor. Case is oak with a green tint. On the inside top left of case something about 5 inches 
wide and 12 inches long was removed (the area outlined by accumulated dirt over the years), with small nail holes near each 
corner. Discovered in good uonrestored condition in a barn in northern Ohio.

Art Glass: One larger center panel and two smaller side panels, design mostly of square and rectangles.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and open flute pipes.
Cremona 12237 G Flute Piano ----Oak/green tintKeyboard Coin Piano 9396

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and either a rank of violin or flute pipes.
Cremona 12239 G ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Stanton’s Auction, 11/2011. Reported by Jerry Biasella.
Art Glass: Two panels of glass. Top is arched with break in center, each a mixture of colored and clear glass.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12263 2 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----
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Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 12301 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Stack and pipe chest missing. This may have been a selector in a G size case. There's a photo of a tune selector in a Style 
A case in Bowers encylopedia. This may have been a larger equivalent. Has an ink stamping of "SUPERIOR" inside of a diamond on 
the bottom of the plate.  Piano has the top plate over the tuning pins. Unusual case design. Case is the same size as a G, but with 
small differences. Has doors in the bottom like a style K or J case. Above keyboard top panel side glass is in doors that open up. Has 
original hanging lamps with red and green glass.

Art Glass: 3-panel hinged front. Clear beveled glass, with small center glass panel, and wide panels between center and side glass.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; friction wheel on vertical shaft; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & brass 
tracker bar. 

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12309 - - - - - - - - ----Oak- - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, either xylophone or Unafon bells, snare drum, bass 
drum, tympani, cymbal, and triangle.

Cremona 12324 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: This M3, or maybe parts of it, were owned by Paul Eakins of Sikeston Missouri. He sold the dual 134 Roll spoolbox 
platform and 5 music rolls, and then separately sold the completely gutted case to Bob Nelson in Atoka, Oklahoma. The current 
owner later purchased the case, and also found the original spoolbox mechanism and reunited it with the otherwise gutted 
instrument. The piano section had the same case design as shown in the reprint catalog, and it had a two piece piano plate.

Roll Mechanism: Duplex photoplayer spoolboxes. Plays type S 134-Note music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano, mandolin, violin, flute, saxophone, and bass pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
tambourine, triangle, and more….

Cremona 12329 M3 Theatre Orchestra ----OakPhotoplayer ----

Comments: Gold two-piece piano plate. Restored by Tim Westman.
Art Glass: Same as glass in Cremona advertisement for Style 2 piano.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12356 2 ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #9531; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Comments: Single pneumatic vacuum regulator. Tuner signature and date on plate of ?/?/21. One inch wide flat drive belt between 
motor and pump, with metal pump rods. No oil cups. Piano action fairly clean and in good condition. Current owner received the 
instrument in 2012 with some earlier but brittle re-tubing and stack pneumatics recovered. Vacuum regulator and reservoir 
recovered as well. Some splitting of back post behind the plate. Missing damper rail, but knob still on bass end of case exterior. 
Plays fairly well, but a complete re-restoration is needed.

Art Glass: Same as glass in Cremona advertisement for Style 2 piano. One of the clear glass segments is cracked.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12362 2 ----Quartered OakKeyboard Coin Piano 9531

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12406 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 12464 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----
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Stack: #None; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Comments: Similar to Cremona Style 2 Internally, but different art glass. Single pneumatic vacuum regulator. Original Emerson 
motor, Model (Type) 7361 MS, S/N 598627. Handwritten S/N on back of case at bass end. Instrument was very complete except for 
upper spool flanges, coin drawer, and possibly an electrical junction box at the motor. Condition: strings and metal parts rusty, 
significant felt and case damage. Stored in very humid climate. Stack recovered at one time and probably re-tubed, but piano 
action was untouched. Use round or V-belt between pump and motor. Instrument has wooden pump rods, with oil cups on bearing 
blocks for pump crank.  Case and piano action in very poor shape; all ribs were detached from sound board and sound board 
severely warped, cracked, and mostly detached. Severe splitting of back posts. Instrument reportedly to have come from Melrose 
Tavern in Chicago.

Art Glass: Three square panels of geometric colored and clear beveled glass art glass - no motifs and no known illustration in books 

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12505 3 ----MahoganyKeyboard Coin Piano None

Comments: Violin pipes are metal. No shutter above pinblock, as found in most examples of the style K. Stanton’s Auction to Jasper 
Sanfilippo in 11/2014.

Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, violin pipes, flute pipes, piccolo pipes, tambourine, triangle, and castanets.
Cremona 12542 K Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: The one-piece plate piano design is more like the style O ( as shown in the reprint catalog) and the side chests grill 
design is also more like the style O and yet not quite the same. The wood trim around the lid of the side chest is decorative and the 
total width of the piano and side chests is 16' 3". J.B. Tate's Grand Opera House in Perry, Oklahoma, purchased the M3 new. It was 
stored on dirt in a barn after it was removed from service. The photoplayer was restored over a 25 year span, as the bottom 4" was 
rotted away on all three cases, and most of the valve chests and soft wood were eaten by termites. The only dates found: tuned by 
Cliff More 1922 & 1926. Treble valve chest rebuilt 11/29. The original roll configuration was double 134 S rolls. It was purchased 
from the Tate estate in the late 1970s.

Roll Mechanism: Duplex photoplayer spoolboxes. Plays type S 134-Note music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano, mandolin, violin, flute, saxophone, and bass pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, 
tambourine, triangle, and more….

Cremona 12574 M3 Theatre Orchestra ----OakPhotoplayer ----

Comments: Restored by George Baker.
Art Glass: 3 panels, center portion hinges to open.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment, and stopped flute pipes.
Cremona 12581 G Flute Piano ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Single expression pneumatic.
Art Glass: Glass with bevelled pieces.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin, metal violin pipes, flute pipes, xylophone, snare drum, bass drum, tympani, cymbal, and 
triangle.

Cremona 12650 J Orchestral ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Keyboard style case.

Roll Mechanism: Tune selector spoolbox. Plays type M music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 12684 20 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Roll Mechanism: Duplex photoplayer spoolboxes. 

Cremona 12686 Unknown Photoplayer ----- - - - - - - - - -Photoplayer ----
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Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to roll drive shaft; larger stepped pulley in front. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 15941 A Art Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #2355; Late stack (with tubing connections in front).

Comments: Standard 88-note upright player piano, with 88-note player mechanism. Fallboard decal: "Tryber - Marquette, Chicago, 
U.S.A." Cast into top of plate is "Tryber-Marquette, Chicago U.S.A." Ornate decal on piano hammer rail reads: "Made Expressly for 
Tryber Piano Co. Chicago U.S.A." Spoolbox feed powered by 5-lobe windmotor, with nickel plated brass 9-per-inch tracker bar. The 
Tryber association with Marquette would have likely occurred after the 1907 incorporation as “Tryber Piano Co.,” and before 
bankruptcy in April of 1916.

Roll Mechanism: Windmotor driven standard 88-note player piano spoolbox. Plays type 88-Note music roll.

Instrumentation: 88-note piano.
Marquette 16426 Player piano ----MahoganyUpright home piano 2355

Comments: Inside of case date 5-12-1914.
Art Glass: 4 windows.

Cremona 16812 - - - - - - - - 1914- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 2400

Art Glass: 4 windows with pointed tops.

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to roll drive shaft; larger stepped pulley in front. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 17098 C Art Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Owner: DeBence Antique Music World (reported 11/13/2013)

Comments: Holtzer-Cabot s/n 109639 motor. Case has been partially stripped, evidently for refinishing. Mandolin pneumatic is 
present, but rail itself is missing. Roll drive is vertical chain for rewind, belt with stepped pulleys for play. All coin mechanism parts 
are missing.

Art Glass: Four panel scene (with arched pointed top) of lake, mountains, sailboat and windmill.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 17268 C Art Piano ----WalnutKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Green two-piece piano plate. Unusual roll motor. Missing piano keys, and piano in poor condition; scrapped for parts.

Plays type 88-Note music roll.

Marquette 25254 Player piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Upright home piano 2353

Comments: Oldest Cremona A roll piano known to the authors. Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: Three rectangular window openings, with canary decal on center plain glass and art glass panel with geometric design on 

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to roll drive shaft; small stepped pulley in back. Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 107627 3 ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano 2408

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 115836 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: 3 windows with arched tops.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Weight of nickel turns pinned counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 117334 A Art Piano ----OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----
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Comments: The outer portion of each window to the side of the center one has a partial wood panel with a coach lamp.
Art Glass: Three windows with canary decal in middle window.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 117541 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 117743 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Converted to play G rolls, with added percussion.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 117751 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 119006 A Roll Piano ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #3573; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Comments: The Coin Accumulator does not match any commonly used by Cremona. It may have been an early unreliable type that 
was replaced by a coin magazine from a different brand of coin piano. The piano was well restored about 1970 by Arnie Neuhaus.

Roll Mechanism: Belt from crankshaft to roll drive shaft; larger stepped pulley in front; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Spring‐loaded ratchet wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 119342 3 ----MahoganyKeyboard Coin Piano 3573

Comments: The piano plate has a date of 1-27-12. About the year 2000, the piano was observed as being complete but it had been 
very wet with most of the veneer loose. The owner wanted an outrageous sum of money for it.

Art Glass: Steam train going over a stone arch bridge.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 121453 A Art Piano Est. 1912Quartered OakKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Inspector's initials and date: K 5-15-12
Art Glass: Canary decals.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 121649 3 5/15/12- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano ----

Stack: #5676; Early stack (with tubing connections in back).

Owner: Daniel Hecker (reported 6/28/2011)

Comments: Holtzer-Cabot motor, S/N  131273. Date written inside left corner KK-3-1-13. Date cast into the plate is April 25, 1912. 
This piano does not have a top plate over the tuning pins. Has hanging lamps. Found in a tavern in Dorchester, Iowa.

Art Glass: Left side: Church; Center: Swan on lake with mountains behind; Right side: Steam train on bridge.

Roll Mechanism: Worm gear driven roll drive shaft; stepped pulley for tempo control; Standard spoolbox with cast iron sides & 
brass tracker bar. Plays type A music roll.

Coin Mechanism: Weight of nickel turns pinned counting wheel.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 127900 A Art Piano 1913OakKeyboard Coin Piano 5676
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Comments: Round columns and half columns.
Art Glass: Canary decals.

Plays type A music roll.

Instrumentation: Piano with mandolin attachment.
Cremona 131332 3 ----- - - - - - - - - -Keyboard Coin Piano 9591

Comments: Carved posts. Gold piano plate.
Art Glass: 3 windows with arched tops.

Roll Mechanism: Monarch roll frame. Plays type A music roll.

Cremona 139043 A Art Piano ----MahoganyKeyboard Coin Piano ----

Comments: Cabinet similar to Cremona = 1914 in Piano Atlas.

Plays type 88-Note music roll.

Smith & Barnes 145671 Player piano 1914- - - - - - - - - -Upright home piano ----

Owner: Lynne Campbell, Bellevue, WA (reported 5/8/2013)

Comments: Interior player mechanisms were removed by my father after WWII and sold. Originally it was in a dance pavilion over 
water in Lake Chelan, Washington, owned by my great uncle Joseph Carpenter. That was in the late teens or early 1920's. The piano 
has remained in the family and I acquired it from an aunt. It is currently in SE Alaska and can be shipped to Seattle to be sold. No 
one in our family plays piano and I have decided to let it go rather than store it. It has been tuned, sounds really good and is in very 
good condition.

Cremona 187364 - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ----

End of Report - Total items listed in this report: 119
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